
Empirical Project, part 1, ECO 672

Due Date: see schedule in syllabus

Instruction: The empirical project has two parts. This is part 1, which is worth 15 points.

You need to work independently on this project. Please use Microsoft Word to type your

answer. Please copy and paste the R codes (not results) in the appendix of the word file.

Advice: start working on this project now. Don’t wait.

Big picture

One important topic of time series analysis is modeling a seasonal series. This project will

guide you, step by step, to model a real time series called room. It is the average number

of occupied rooms of a hotel in a midwestern city from January 1990 to December 2003.

In total there are 168 observations. As expected, the data strongly indicate seasonality:

the demand for hotel room typically peaks in the summer. The data also show trending

behavior. Overall there is an upward trend, which may be caused by the growing economy,

population, or other factors.

These models forecasts are useful to assist in decision making, from hiring temporary

staffs, to budgeting of local advertisement expenditure.

Q1 (2 points): read and plot data

Please download the hotel data (a txt file) from my webpage. Using R to read the data,

declare it as a time series, and draw a time series plot. You need to comment on the patten

in the data. Hint: the R codes may be

data = read.table("?.txt", header=?)

room = ts(data[,?], start=?, frequency=?)

plot(room, main="Monthly Occupied Hotel Room", xlab="Time", type = "?")

You need to specify ? part in the above commands.

Q2 (2 points): log transformation and its motivation

You may notice that the data show heteroskedasticity. That is, the variability of room within

a year rises as time goes by. To formally show this, please report the variances of room for

the year 1990 (the first 12 observations) and the year 2003 (the last 12 observations). Hint:

the R codes may be
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var(room[?:?])

Now consider taking natural log of room. Denote it by y. Report the variances of y for the

year 1990 and the year 2003. Please explain why taking log makes sense here. Please use y

not room to answer all following questions.

Q3 (2 points): dummy variables for months

One way to model the seasonality is using dummy variables, one for each month. However,

the raw data have no date or month variable. Fortunately the data have no missing values,

so we can use the following commands to generate the month variable and the dummy for

the first month (January)

ob = seq(1, 168, by = 1)

month = ob%%12

dm1 = (month==1)

Please explain each of the three commands above (Hint: see what the new variables ob,

month and dm1 look like). Next, please generate the dummies for February, March, until

November. Please explain why we need to drop December.

Q4 (3 points): model A and check its adequacy

Please use command lm to run the following regression (called model A)

yt = α + βobt + c1dm1t + c2dm2t + . . . c11dm11t + et (model A)

Please interpret the coefficient c1. Please check the adequacy of this model by applying the

Box-Ljung test to the residual (using one lag) and draw a conclusion. Check the adequacy

again but using the Durbin-Watson test (Hint: you need to google “R, Durbin-Watson test”

and download the package lmtest).

Q5 (3 points): F test

Please test the following joint null hypothesis based on Model A

H0 : January and July have same room occupancy (RO); January and August have same RO
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Please use math and explicitly formulate this null hypothesis. Run a restricted regression

that imposes this null hypothesis. Next, explicitly compute F statistic by hand (using either

R-squared or residual sum squares) and use certain R function to report the p value. Finally

draw a conclusion.

Q6 (3 points): model B and check its adequacy

Please use command arima to run the following regression (called model B)

yt = ϕyt−1 + α + βobt + c1dm1t + c2dm2t + . . . c11dm11t + et (model B)

Hint: the R commands are

xm = as.matrix(cbind(ob,dm1,dm2,dm3,dm4,dm5,dm6,dm7,dm8,dm9,dm10,dm11))

modelB = arima(y, order = c(?,0,?), xreg = xm)

and apply the Box-Ljung test to the residual (using one lag) and draw a conclusion.

Empirical Project, part 2, ECO 672

Instruction: This is part 2 of the empirical project, which is worth 15 points. You need to

work independently on this project. Please use Microsoft Word to type your answer. Please

copy and paste the R codes (not results) in the appendix of the word file. Advice: start

working on this project now. Don’t wait.

Big picture

Phillips curve is a famous macroeconomic theory. Its earliest version says that there is a

negative relationship (tradeoff) between inflation and unemployment. The policy implication

is that the government can, say, cut the unemployment rate by increasing the inflation rate

(via expansionary monetary policy). This project asks you to provide empirical evidence

that may or may not support (various versions of) the theory.

Q1 (2 points): obtain the raw data

Please download the monthly unemployment rate (une) from January 1948 to January 2014

at the website

http://research.stlouisfed.org/fred2/series/UNRATE/downloaddata
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Save it as an Excel file. Meanwhile, download the monthly consumer price index (cpi) from

January 1948 to January 2014 at

http://research.stlouisfed.org/fred2/series/CPIAUCSL/downloaddata

Note that this series starts in January 1947. So in order to match with une you need to

modify the starting date when downloading data. Save it as an Excel file. Finally you need

to put the une and cpi series together (along with the date) using Excel, and save the file

(which should have three columns) as a tab delimited txt file.

Advice: slow down when working with raw data, and try to avoid error!

Q2 (2 points): compute inflation rate and provide evidence for Phillips curve in

1960s

By definition, the inflation rate (percent) can be approximated by the difference of natural

log of cpi multiplied by 100:

inft ≈ [log(cpit)− log(cpit−1)]× 100

We time 100 in order to match with une, which is percent. Please generate the monthly inf

series using above formula, and draw the scatter plot of inf against une using the data from

1960-1969 only. Please comment on this scatter plot. We use the data in 1960s because that

is when the economists started paying attention to it. Hint: the R commands are (you need

to specify the ? part)

data = read.table("?.txt", header=?)

cpi = ts(data[,?], start=1948, frequency=12)

une = ts(data[,?], start=1948, frequency=12)

date = as.Date(data[,?])

inf = ?

year = 1900 + as.POSIXlt(date)$year # this gives the year for each observation

plot(une[year>1959 & year<1970], inf[year>1959 & year<1970])

Moreover, please regress inf onto une using the data from 1960-1969. What is the sign of

the slope coefficient? Is it significant? Does this support or not support the Phillips curve?

Please explain!

Advice: working with date can be tricky!
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Q3 (3 points): stronger evidence using annual data

The negative relationship between une and inf may not be as obvious as you expect. That

is because we were using the monthly data. Phillips curve is about long (or medium) run,

so we need to generate annual data to see the pattern more clearly. For instance, the annual

une (aune) can be generated as

aune = rep(0, 66)

for (i in 1:66) {

j = 12*(i-1)

aune[i]=sum(une[(j+1):(j+12)])/12

}

anue

So the annual unemployment rate is just the average of monthly rate. That is NOT the case

for annual inf, which should be computed as

annual inf rate = [log(December cpi Rate)− log(January cpi Rate)] ∗ 100

please modify the above code and generate the annual inf (ainf). Moreover, you need to

generate an annual year series called ayear. Then you can display the annual data. Hint

ayear = seq(1948, ?, by = ?)

cbind(aune, ainf, ayear)

Finally please redraw the scatter plot of ainf against aune using the 1960s data. Comment

on the new scatter plot.

Advice: frequencey of data matters a lot! Slow down when changing the frequency.

Q4 (2 points): Phillips curve disappears in 1970s

Please using the annual data to run two separate regressions. The first use 1960s data, and

the second uses the 1970s data. The regression is

ainft = β0 + β1aunet + et

Hint
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summary(lm(ainf[ayear>? & ayear<?]~aune[ayear>? & ayear<?]))

Based on the 1970 regression, Milton Friedman argues that the tradeoff between une and inf

is at best transitory. In other words, the negative relationship between ainf and aune should

disappear in long run, due to the fact that people will adjust their expectation.

Advice: This is an example of structural break, for which you need to be aware of!

Q5 (2 points): Chow test for structural breaks

There is a famous test for structural breaks (or structural changes), called Chow test be-

cause it is proposed by Gregory Chow. Please google it. Now consider the following Chow

regression

ainft = β0 + β1aunet + α0dt + α1(dt × aunet) + et

where dt is a dummy variable defined as

dt =

{
0, before 1970

1, after (including) 1970

and dt × aunet is the interaction term. You need to run the Chow equation using both

1960s and 1970s annual data. The null hypothesis is that there is no break between 1960s

and 1970s. Please use math to formulate this null hypothesis, compute the relevant testing

statistics, and draw a conclusion.

Q6 (2 points): expectation-augmented Phillips curve

From intermediate or introductory macroeconomics we know that in the AD-AS diagram

the AS curve will shift when people adjust their expectation. Mathematically that means

we need to allow the intercept to change over time,

ainft = shifting intercept+ β1aunet + et,

where the intercept is determined by people’s expectation of future inflation:

shifting intercept = E[ainft|information available at t− 1].
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If we assume adaptive expectation (google it):

E[ainft|information available at t− 1] = ainft−1

Then it follows that

ainft = ainft−1 + β1aunet + et,

or equivalently

∆ainft = β1aunet + et,

Please generate the first lag and then the difference of ainft, and run the above regression

(without intercept term). What do you find? How to interpret the new β1?

Advice: this problem shows you the link between graph, economic theory and econometrics

Q7 (2 points): natural rate of unemployment

You may dislike the fact that there is no intercept term in a regression. It is easy to fix this.

Let γ denote the natural rate of unemployment, we can consider a new regression

∆ainft = β1(aunet − γ) + et.

Now the difference between actual une and its natural rate is called cyclical unemployment

rate. Note that here we make a controversial assumption that γ is a constant. Please

estimate γ and find its standard error. (Hint: for the standard error you need to google

“econometrics, delta method”)
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